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It’s no mystery: scale it up!
Workstream 2 is great: without it, no long term goal matters, however it’s expressed. 2020 is simply too late unless parties take bold actions in the 
next 5 years. ECO was thrilled to see all of yesterday devoted to the 2015 technical examination process.
It is high time to move beyond identifying promising options and admiring great examples to the question of how we can scale up, replicate 
and implement. We need an effective mechanism to harness opportunities for additional ambition in the 2015-20 period. Here are a few simple 
suggestions: 
• Focus the next TEMs of the solutions that have garnered the most support so far and those offering the largest potential benefits (deployment 

of renewable energy and energy efficiency at scale as well as on those that cut fossil fuel subsidies);
• Move beyond identifying options and examples, instead focus on implementation: how can existing barriers be overcome and and needs 

addressed?;
• Get specific about how existing institutions such as the TEC, the CTCN and the GCF should support best practices identified in Workstream 2;
• Create new partnerships and recognise existing initiatives that bring together pioneers and deliver significant additional mitigation results.

There also need to be criteria to distinguish meaningful initiatives from the greenwash. To ensure initiatives really help close the emissions gap; 
quantify their contributions, and allow for regular follow-up. Thursday’s session on Workstream 2 gives delegates another opportunity to focus on 
on such outcomes as well as well as opportunities for countries can increase their current targets. 
Avoiding further action until the post-2020 period is not an option. Why so many parties seem convinced it might be remains a mystery.

What’s this about streamlining?
It’s Wednesday, and the spirit with which we began the week seems to be vanishing. And quickly at that. ECO wants Parties – 
facilitated by the ADP Co-Chairs – to continue negotiating with the same spirit they started off with, robustly and with purpose. 
It’s great that Parties feel ownership of the text, and this can be gauged by the inputs made to the text. Now is the time to begin 
identifying ways to streamline the text, while ensuring all inputs for an ambitious Paris agreement are retained. 
The draft contains some promising ideas that must be nurtured and developed further in order for the text to remain ambitious. 
ECO knows Parties are busy this week, so we wanted to remind them of these core ideas so they don’t get lost in the streamlining. 
In the context of reminding Parties of the need to have a long-term goal within the text, ECO is particularly happy to see references 
ensuring we stay on a 1.5°C trajectory. This trajectory can only be achieved through a phase-out of fossil fuel emissions and phase-
in of 100% renewable energy, enabling sustainable energy access for all, no later than 2050. This goal should be complemented 
with commitments by Parties to close the short-term mitigation gap, and to operationalise enablers like finance, technology and 
capacity building to fill in the foundation for achieving this goal. 
An adaptation goal reflecting the co-dependency between mitigation ambition and subsequent adaptation needs is crucial, as is 
incorporating a public adaptation finance goal. Related but separate, remember Parties: a loss and damage mechanism should be 
given enough breathing room in the text to accommodate the growing needs of vulnerable communities, and should also be given 
its own source of finance. 
ECO hopes it is clear that the ambition called for by science requires major scaling-up of finance. A clear pathway with milestones 
for reaching US$100 billion annually by 2020 would be a start. That treatment must be just the beginning though. Also important 
is a clear understanding of innovative financial mechanisms, as well as a plan for continued scaling-up of public finance. These are 
key elements that must be reflected within the text alongside a broad public finance target.
Last, and by no means least, a review mechanism enabling timely, 5-year assessment periods and an increase in ambition across 
various elements is critical to guarantee accountability and environmental integrity in the new agreement. 
ECO has flagged only a few of the key elements here; there are many others requiring elaboration and a common understanding as 
the streamlining process proceeds. We look forward to Parties keeping these key elements in mind as the text is reviewed.
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-------------- FROM YOUNGO ----------------

ECO’s Valentine’s Nest

Reduce coal technology exports, MFN!
Parties in the Workstream 2 Technical Expert Process yesterday 
coined a new acronym: MFN,  “More, Faster, Now.” ECO is not 
a fan of acronyms for acronyms sake but this one could prove 
useful, particularly for those parties with a dirty coal habit.
It emerged that a number of OECD parties—Japan, South Korea, 
and Germany among them—have spent nearly US$15 billion 
over the past 10 years on exports of coal technologies abroad. 
This has made these fossil fuel projects cheaper than clean and 
renewable energy solutions.
Renewable energy solutions have innumerable benefits: the MFN 
mantra is more action on climate change at a faster pace, starting 
now. Spending billions on technology exports to advance the use 
of the world’s dirtiest fossil fuel does exactly the opposite.
ECO hopes this misunderstanding can be cleared up, ASAP, 
starting at the OECD Export Credit Group deliberations later this 
year.

Are you in the mood for love? Been eyeing that 
special someone from across the negotiating 

hall? Wishing you could have a private bilateral 
or two? Today’s your lucky day, because ECO 
is accepting personal ads to match you to that 

perfect partner. Send us a short description 
of your best traits at administration@

climatenetwork.org, and we’ll find you a 
compatible cutie to stay up with highlighting 

your draft text all night long.

Parties know me as ECO but few really know who I 
am. I’m mature (20 years older than the UNFCCC, 
with whom I’m still infatuated!), experienced, and 
enjoy a multi-faceted personality. Some parties say 
I’m too principled; I say it’s the science, stupid! I 
love a good laugh and seek parties willing to spice 

up an intersessional—so long as it leads to a serious 
commitment by the COP. Looking for the match of my 
dreams to share the dancefloor at NGO Parties in Bonn, 

Paris and maybe even Casablanca.

We’ll start: 
ECO’s personal...PSA: Love in the Time of 

Climate Change

ECO online
Remember you can read ECO 
online or on your iPhone, 

iPad or Android!

http://bit.ly/GetECO

Climate protection needs human rights
 As negotiators discuss how and where to include human rights 
references in the negotiating text, Panama has set a real world 
example. ECO warmly welcomes the decision by Panama’s 
environmental authority to temporarily suspend the Barro Blanco 
hydroelectric dam over noncompliance with its environmental 
impact assessment, including consultation requirements.
For the past several years, the indigenous Ngöbe communities 
have stood in firm opposition to the Barro Blanco dam, which 
would flood the homes of many indigenous families living at the 
Tabasará River. Where does the UNFCCC come in? Well, despite 
strong community resistance, the project developer applied for 
registration under the Clean Development Mechanism. When 
alerted about the danger indigenous families were facing, the 
CDM Board decided that the CDM’s consultation standards had 
been met and approved the project. There’s no question we need 
to fight climate change. But there’s no justification for violating 
human rights in the process.
Panama’s suspension of the project following the CDM Board’s 
decision to approve the Barro Blanco project is a game changer. 
Credible international climate policy needs to be consistent with 
existing obligations, and those obligations must be recognised 
and operationalised in the 2015 agreement. Dear delegates: 
don’t let projects like Barro Blanco undermine the integrity of 
international climate policy – our future climate deal should 
respect, protect, promote and help realise human rights.


